We propose and demonstrate a novel scheme for obtaining quasiuniform rate polarization scrambling at up to 752 krad/s in fiber optic systems by using cascaded multiple fiber squeezers with each one placed in a certain orientation. Additionally, this polarization scrambler is compatible with both single-polarization and polarization-multiplexing systems. We also show that scrambled SOP with this scheme uniformly covers the whole Poincare Sphere and that the scrambling rates are mostly concentrated towards the high end of the rate distribution histogram. Such a scrambling scheme is advantageous for the deterministic characterization of performances for modern fiber optic transceivers, especially those deploying coherent detection techniques, against rapid polarization variations.
Introduction
As the appetite for bandwidth continues to sky rocket, polarization multiplex and coherent detection [1] [2] [3] are being used for increasing the transmission speed to reach 100 Gbit/s and beyond. As a result, polarization issues, i.e., time-varying polarization mode dispersion (PMD), polarization dependent loss (PDL), and state of polarization (SOP) become increasingly critical for an optical fiber communication system [4, 5] . Therefore, performance tests of a system against these polarization-related parameters are extremely important for assuring the healthy operation of high speed fiber optic communication systems. As such, a polarization scrambling device for changing SOP at an adjustable rate to reach all possible SOP is required to test the performance of the systems against rapid SOP variations. It has been reported that SOP changing rate in a real fiber optic system can be as high as 280 krad/s [6] . Therefore for testing the performance of coherent detection systems, a polarization scrambling scheme must be able to generate SOP changes faster than this rate. On the other hand, for the deterministic test of the polarization response of coherent receivers, a uniform rate polarization scrambling is desired, because non-uniform rate polarization scrambling introduces large test uncertainty and less test repeatability.
Present adjustable-rate polarization scramblers are generally made with different types of polarization controllers and are programmed so that SOP traces uniformly cover the whole Poincare Sphere. Some polarization scramblers are made with a SOP changing rate following Rayleigh Distribution [7] , mainly for emulating SOP variations in a real fiber optic transmission system for statistical system testing [8] [9] [10] . Other scramblers are made to change SOP as fast and randomly as possible for mitigating polarization related transmission impairments, with unspecified scrambling rate distributions [11, 12] . Some literatures suggested that polarization scramblers using LiNbO 3 based rotating wave plate approach can simultaneously satisfy both the uniform rate and high scrambling speed requirements, up to 10 Mrad/s [13, 14] , however no detailed discussion on rate distribution was reported. In addition, it is preferable to find an alternative technology to LiNbO 3 waveguide [15] for fast scrambling applications to avoid the disadvantages of high cost, high insertion loss, high PDL associated with LiNbO 3 approach.
In this paper, we propose and demonstrate a novel scheme to uniformly scramble polarization at a quasi-uniform rate using multiple variable phase retarders, such as fiber squeezers [16] [17] [18] [19] , with low cost, low insertion loss, and low PDL. To overcome the speed limitation of the fiber squeezers, we additionally propose and demonstrate an approach to effectively multiply the scrambling rate by cascading multiple fiber squeezers in series. Finally, by combining the quasi-uniform rate scheme with the rate multiplication method, we achieve polarization scrambling at an adjustable quasi-uniform rate of up to 752 krad/s. The method is polarization insensitive, wavelength insensitive, and scalable to even higher scrambling rates by adding more squeezers. Such a polarization scrambling scheme is attractive for testing the performance of coherent detection systems and coherent receivers against rapid polarization variations.
Concept and principle of operation

Device construction
Polarization scrambling is generally realized by programming a polarization controller with a certain control algorithm such that the output SOP changes with time and distributed uniformly over the whole Poincare Sphere. Although high-cost LiNbO 3 waveguide based polarization controller [15] has the advantage of high speed, in this paper, we concentrate on using low-cost fiber squeezers [16] [17] [18] [19] to realize polarization scrambling with adequate speed and uniform rate for testing the performance of coherent receivers.
The propose polarization scrambler and the experimental demonstration setup is shown in Fig. 1 , where multiple fiber squeezers are cascaded in series. Each squeezer is driven by an amplified electrical control signal. The first three fiber squeezers are oriented 45 degrees from one another, and the last three fiber squeezers have the same orientation as the third squeezer for overcoming the speed limitation of the fiber squeezers, as will be explained below. 
Simulation program
In order to quickly verify the feasibility of new polarization scrambling ideas and learn how different parameters affect scrambling, it is necessary to simulate how SOP varies when a specific scrambling scheme is applied to the fiber squeezers in Fig. 1 
where i  is the orientation angle and i  is the retardation of the fiber squeezer. The Stokes vector i S of the output SOP from the i th fiber squeezer is obtained by multiplying its Muller matrix i M with the previous Stokes vector i-1 S :
The SOP variation rate is obtained by first calculating the angle between two consecutive points m S and n S on the SOP trace using:
where mn SS  is the dot product of the two SOP vectors; and dividing the angle by the time interval between the two points. The rate distribution can be obtained by calculating all the rates between two adjacent SOP points and displaying them on a histogram.
Finally, the averaged DOP of the scrambled polarization can be calculated using
where < > denotes for either time or point average. With this simulation program, we can easily analyze scrambling schemes with different combinations of driving frequencies and determine which scheme has the required SOP coverage uniformity and scrambling rate distribution.
SOP changes induced by fiber squeezers
The retardation of each fiber squeezer is varied linearly by applying a driving voltage to the piezo-electric actuator on the fiber squeezer [20] . As the retardation is varied from 0 to 2π, the output SOP from the fiber squeezer traces out a complete circle on the Poincare Sphere [17] [18] [19] . The radius of the circle depends on the angle between the input SOP with respect to birefringence axis of the variable phase plate, i.e., 45 degree angle results in the largest circle on the Sphere while a small or large angle produces small SOP changes and hence small radius, as shown in Fig. 2 . In addition, for a given retardation variation of the fiber squeezer, the SOP variation rate is proportional to the radius of curvature of the SOP trace. The largest radius of curvature produces the largest rate of SOP variation for a given retardation variation. α α=2π
(a) (b) Fig. 2 . (a) When SOP traces out a small circle on Poincare Sphere, the SOP variation angle α is small (a small fraction of 2π) and so is the SOP changing rate; (b) when SOP trace out a great circle on Poincare Sphere, corresponding to the case that input SOP to the wave plate is 45 degree from its birefringence axis, the angular change per circle reaches its largest value of 2π. The corresponding SOP changing rate is also maximized. In general, for a given retardation variation, the smaller the radius of curvature of the SOP trace, the smaller the rate of SOP variation.
Two circular traces generated by two adjacent fiber squeezers with a relative orientation of 45 degrees are orthogonal from each other. It can be shown that at least three fiber squeezers are required to generate SOPs to cover the whole Poincare Sphere from any input SOP [17] [18] [19] . To program the fiber squeezers for effective polarization scrambling, four parameters on the driving signals can be selected: waveform, frequency, amplitude, and phase. The most important considerations of a polarization scrambling scheme include: 1) SOP coverage uniformity, 2) maximum scrambling rate, and 3) scrambling rate distribution.
Experimental results
SOP coverage uniformity describes how uniform SOPs are distributed on Poincare Sphere after a certain time, and is generally characterized by observing SOP distribution on Poincare Sphere and average DOP over time or over SOP points [6] . The point-averaged degree of polarization (DOP) is a good indicator for uniform SOP coverage, i.e., the smaller the averaged DOP, the better the SOP uniformity is. In particular, if the scrambled SOP can reach the entire sphere with equal probability, the averaged DOP will be zero. 
Conventional polarization scrambling
Conventional polarization scramblers make the SOP trace move randomly on Poincare Sphere with time and covers the whole sphere uniformly, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . However, because of the randomly varying trace, the corresponding radius of curvature of the SOP trace also changes randomly, resulting in a wide spread of SOP variation rates, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . As mentioned previously, such a wide rate distribution is not desirable for testing the polarization response of a system due to the lack of repeatability.
Uniform rate scrambling
One simple method to achieve uniform rate polarization scrambling is only using the first two fiber squeezers in Fig. 1 . The input SOP has to be aligned to 45 degrees from the first fiber squeezer. Both the first and the second squeezers are modulated by a triangle wave with an amplitude of 2V π (2π phase retardation). However, the frequency of the driving signal on the first squeezer (f 1 ) is much higher than that on the second (f 2 ). In this way, the first squeezer causes the SOP go around the Poincare Sphere in a great circle at a high speed, while the second squeezer rotates the great circle in one of its diametric axis, as shown in Fig. 3(c) , to cover the whole sphere completely and uniformly (a video showing the SOP evolution during the scrambling can be seen at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SIdA2en4-lc). In the experiment, the two driving frequencies are f 1 = 180 Hz and f 2 = 1.1459 Hz. The scrambling rate using this approach is uniform, as shown in Fig. 3(d) , because SOP always moves around the great circles of equal radius. The small rate spread is cause by limited sampling point in the polarimeter. The measured 10000-point averaged DOP is about 6.8%, indicating a uniform SOP coverage over entire Poincare Sphere is achieved. The non-zero DOP is obtained here due to the high sensitivity to the input polarization as it is difficult to align the input SOP at perfect 45 degrees from the first fiber squeezer. Even low DOP is expected to be achieved with a better alignment of the input SOP. The experimental results in Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d) also agree with the simulation results by using our Labview program under the same driving conditions.
Although the uniform rate polarization scrambling can be achieved, this method requires that the SOP of the input optical signal has to maintain 45 degree with the first fiber squeezer. However, the SOP in a real fiber system is not stationary and varies with time. Therefore, in order to keep the SOP input to the first fiber squeezer at 45 degrees, a polarization stabilizer must be used. As we know that a polarization stabilizer generally uses a polarizer or polarization beam splitter to derive a feedback signal for polarization stabilization [15, 17, 18, 21] ) and therefore only one polarization state is supported. This not only adds cost, but also causes problems with polarization multiplexed signals in most coherent systems.
Quasi-uniform rate scrambling
In order to overcome the problems described above, we propose a new method of polarization scrambling with a nearly uniform rate. The new scheme requires at least three variable phase retarders oriented 45 degrees from one another, as shown in Fig. 1 . The first two squeezers are driven by two triangle waves of different frequencies but with the same amplitude of 2Vπ. The 3rd squeezer, oriented 45 degrees from the 2nd one, is driven by a triangle wave of the same amplitude, but a much higher frequency than these of first two squeezers. The frequency relationships of the driving signals on the three squeezers are: f 3 >> f 2 >> f 1 (or f 3 >> f 1 >>f 2 ).
One may visualize that the first two squeezers cause SOP to vary along certain paths on Poincare Sphere in the absence of the 3 rd squeezer. With the 3 rd squeezer driving at much higher rate, each SOP point generated by the first two squeezers becomes the starting point for a complete SOP circle. All the circles have the same rotation axis, but different diameters. The circle moves back and forth along circle's axis as the SOP changes by the action of the first two squeezers, and eventually covers the whole Poincare Sphere. Figure 3 (e) shows the experimental result of SOP coverage using the quasi-uniform rate scrambling (a video showing the SOP evolution during the scrambling can be seen at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aiO0wVgyKzY). The evolution of the SOP trace with time agrees with our reasoning and simulation described above. The three driving signals are all triangle waves with 60 volts amplitude for inducing 2π phase retardation, with frequencies of f 1 = 0.1 Hz, f 2 = 1.414 Hz, and f 3 = 34.6 Hz respectively. We purposely choose low driving frequencies here is for the easy observation of SOP evolution on Poincare Sphere. The measured DOP (10000 point average) is only about 3.2%, indicating uniform SOP coverage over the entire sphere. Finally, as shown in Fig. 3(f) , the scrambling rate concentrates heavily at the highest end of the rate distribution histogram with a narrow spread. It is important to note that for this proposed scheme, the SOP coverage and scrambling rate distribution of this scheme are not sensitive to the input polarization variations, and therefore no stabilizer is required for implementing the scheme in real systems. Most importantly, the scheme works equally well for signals of both single polarization and polarization-multiplexed signals. Although the scrambling rate in this scheme is not ideally uniform as the scheme in Fig. 3(d) , we anticipate it is sufficient for the high speed polarization-related testing of coherent systems with high repeatability.
Rate multiplication method for overcoming fiber squeezer speed limitations
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Driving Voltage Fiber squeezers generally have a speed limit around 30π krad/s. Such a speed is not sufficient to achieve 100π krad/s scrambling required for testing the performance of coherent receivers. Therefore it is important to find a way to extend the speed limit of the fiber squeezers. It can be shown mathematically that when N squeezers are placed in succession with the same relative angle, the phase retardations add up. If all the fiber squeezers are driven by a same triangle signal with the same frequency, the phase variation rate will be increased by a factor of N. Consequently, if this composite fiber squeezer is used as the 3rd squeezer in the quasi-uniform rate scrambling scheme in Fig. 1 , the total scrambling rate will also be increased by a factor of N. Note that this method can be applied to any scrambling device using multiple wave plates. Figure 4 shows the experimental results demonstrating the rate additive effect. In the experiment, the last four fiber squeezers in Fig. 1 are used and the amplitude of the triangle wave is adjusted to induce a full circle on the Poincare Sphere with each squeezer. The manual polarization controller is adjusted so that SOP traces out a great circle on Poincare Sphere. A polarimeter (POD-101D) is used to record SOP variation in the oscilloscope mode when 1, 2, 3, and 4 squeezers are driven with the same signal and the results are shown in Fig.  4 . Note that the vertical axis is dREF, representing the relative angle between a moving SOP point and a reference SOP point on the SOP circle calcultated using Eq. (3), with a maximum angle of 180 degrees (π). Therefore, when SOP rotates a complete circle of 2π, dREF moves from 0 to a maximum value of π, and comes back to 0. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , in a period of triangle wave for inducing a maximum retardation of 2π, we see two periods of dREF variation, with a single squeezer. One corresponds to voltage ramping up, and the other voltage ramping down. It is evident from Fig. 4 that when N squeezers are used, 2N dREF oscillations per triangle wave period are present. The additive effect is immediately evident because with increased number of fiber squeezers in each succeeding curves, the number of dREF period increase per 9.8 ms triangle wave period, indicating that the increase of SOP changing rate is proportional to the number of fiber squeezers N. We also observe the rate additive effect on Poincare Sphere: N fiber squeezers induce N circles per period of the driving signal. Note that we chose a low frequency in this experiment in order to demonstrate the concept more clearly because of the limited response time of the polarimeter. As mentioned previously, fiber coherent optic communication systems require polarization scrambling with a uniform rate of at least 280 krad/s for testing performances with a good repeatability. Because of the incompatibility with the polarization multiplexing system, the uniform rate scheme using a polarization stabilizer cannot be used. Here, we describe combining the quasi-uniform rate scrambling scheme with the rate-additive multiple squeezer approach to satisfy the requirements for nearly uniform rate and high-speed scrambling up to 752 krad/s.
Achieving 752 krads/s quasi-uniform rate polarization scrambling
In the experiment, six fiber squeezers are arranged as in Fig. 1 . The last four squeezers are oriented in the same direction and are driven by the same triangle wave with the amplitude of 60 volts. Because of the rate additive effect, the total phase changing rate is quadrupled and readily to achieve a total rate of 120π krads/s, assuming each squeezer can operate at 30π krad/s. Figure 5(a) shows the measured SOP variation curve using a polarimeter (General Photonics POD-101D), when the frequency and amplitude of the driving triangle signal are set at 7.5 kHz and 60 volts, respectively. As in Fig. 4 , dREF is recorded as a function of time. Clearly, a SOP variation rate of 120π krads/s, i.e., 376 krad/s, is achieved. It is noted that the data curve is not as clean as those in Fig. 4 , caused by the limited bandwidth of polarimeter's electronics circuit. When taking the data, the first two fiber squeezers are disabled in order not to affect the rate measurement in Fig. 5 . When the first two fiber squeezers are enabled, the SOP points immediately fill out the whole Poincare Sphere, and it is difficult to see the SOP evolution as shown in Fig. 3(e) . In experiments, we also tried using 15 kHz triangle wave to drive the squeezers and achieved a SOP variation rate of 240π krad/s (752 krad/s), as shown in Fig. 5(b) . Although the recorded curves are even more distorted due to the limitations of polarimeter's speed and the electrical amplifier for driving the squeezers, it shows the potential of achieving even higher scrambling speed for the proposed scheme.
Note that that a scrambling rate of 376 krad/s is sufficient to meet the requirements of system tests in general, since the maximum polarization variation rate in a real system is about 280 krad/s [6] . Considering that each PZT actuator in our fiber squeezers has a capacitance of 0.18 uF, the minimum total power consumption is about 20 watts for the scrambler operating at 376 krad/s, and ~40 Watts at 752 krad/s. In practice, 50% more power may be required to account for power consumption overhead by electronic circuit itself. For longtime reliability, we recommend to add more fiber squeezers for scrambling rate higher than 376 krad/s. This will help to lower the driving current or voltage on each PZT actuator and ensure longtime reliability. In addition, one may operate the fiber squeezers at resonant frequencies [22] , which can significantly lower the power consumption, while increasing the scrambling rate, although this may compromise the scrambling rate adjustability by the users. Finally, it should be pointed out that fiber squeezer technology for polarization control and scrambling has proven to be commercially reliable with more than 10 years production history. We anticipate similar reliability for scrambling operation at 376 krad/s, especially when we double the number of parallel fiber squeezers in Fig. 1 and thus halve the driving voltage on each fiber squeezer, which allows us to operate each fiber squeezer at a modest driving condition of 30 volts at 7.5 kHz.
Conclusion
We propose and demonstrate a new scheme for quasi-uniform rate polarization scrambling for deterministic system performance tests that accommodate both single polarization and polarization multiplexed systems. A scheme to overcome the speed limitations of fiber squeezers is also demonstrated by using rate additive effect of multiple fiber squeezers. By combining both the quasi-uniform rate scrambling scheme and the cascaded multiple fiber squeezer approach, we achieve a 240π krad/s (752 krad/s) quasi-uniform rate polarization scrambler. The proposed scheme is scalable to even higher scrambling rates by adding more fiber squeezers. Furthermore, the schemes described in this paper still work if the fiber squeezers used are replaced with different types of variable phase retarders.
